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Abstract Deidentification of clinical records has
drawn a great deal of attention in the medical field.
Since texts in clinical records are mostly ungram-
matical and fragmented, previous approaches have
relied only on local information, namely contex-
tual words surrounding a current target word. The
present paper proposes a new approach employing
three types of non-local features, which does not
come from surrounding words: (1) sentence fea-
tures, corresponding to the previous/next sentence
information and (2) label consistency, preferring
the same label for the same word sequence. The ex-
perimental results showed high performance (pre-
cision 98.29%; recall 96.66%; f-measure 97.47),
demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed ap-
proach.

Introduction

Clinical records contain a great deal of helpful
information for statistical medical studies. How-
ever, they also contain Personal Health Informa-
tion (PHI). Therefore, deidentification, which
is the task of removing PHI, has drawn a great
deal of attention in the medical field. The deiden-
tification task is similar to Named Entity Recog-
nition (NER). However, the deidentification tar-
gets, namely clinical records, are different from the
targets of NER. NER targets are usually gram-
matical (such as newspapers or the Hansard),
whereas clinical records contain primarily ungram-
matical and fragmented sentences (as shown in
Figure 1).
In such an ungrammatical text, global context
might do more harm than good. Therefore, a
state-of-the-art system depends mainly on small
context, which comes from a target word and its
neighboring words (the previous two words and
the following two words). In this paper, we call
such small scope information local features, and
information from the other parts non-local fea-

Figure 1: An Example of a Clinical Record (XML
tags indicate PHI).

tures
This paper reveales that two types of non-local
features can contribute to the deidentification ac-
curacy.

1. Sentence Features: As shown in Figure 1,
PHI (especially IDs) is usually located in the
top/bottom of records. In addition, a sentence
which includes PHI tend to be short. There-
fore, we incorporate some features from the tar-
get sentence, such as the position in a records
and the sentence length.

2. Label Consistency: Another consideration is
PHI label consistency. For example, there are
two PHI labels in Figure 2. If there is strong
evidence that first “Dr. ROOM” should be la-
beled DOCTOR, subsequent “ROOM” should
also have the same label.



Figure 2: An Example of Label Consistency.

To capture such consistency, we employ a two-
stage learning/labeling framework [1]. The first
learning/labeling is a conventional method. The
system then investigates the most frequent label
for each token (or token sequence) from the first
result. The second learning/labeling uses the
most frequent labels as additional features.

In a number of experiments, the proposed system
achieved higher accuracy (precision 98.29%; recall
96.66%; f-measure 97.47) than a baseline system,
which depended only on local features. These re-
sults demonstrate that some non-local features can
be useful even in the deidentification task.
The present paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes related work. Section 3 describes
the proposed method, and Section 4 reports ex-
perimental results. Finally, Section 5 presents our
conclusions.

Related Work
In the deidentification task, early approaches de-
pend on heuristic rules and dictionaries[2, 3],
which required enormous time and cost.
Recent approaches, however, employ machine
learning techniques, such as [4] and [5]. The pro-
posed method differs from these studies in the fol-
lowing two aspects:

1. Machine Learning Method: The first study
[4] is based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
learning. Because the HMM is a genera-
tive model, it requires a large training corpus.
We used a Conditional Random Field (CRF),
which has been shown to have a high perfor-
mance for many tasks, such as part-of-speech
tagging[6], text chunking[7], information extrac-
tion from web documents[8], and named entity
recognition [9].

2. Non-local Features: The second study [5] em-
ployed SVM learning, the performance of which
is approximately equal to that of CRF[10].
However, as mentioned before, in [5], only lo-
cal features was used. The proposed method
uses not only local but also non-local features.

Table 1: IOB2 Format Example
words IOB2-tag
:
was O
admitted O
to O
the O
Tsta B-HOSPITAL
Hospital I-HOSPITAL
Obstetrical O
service O
:

In addition, [11] proposed a new tagging method
based on the MEDTAG framework, and [12] pro-
posed semantic selectional restrictions. How-
ever, these approaches are domain-specific, and
have little relation to natural language process-
ing methods, which are proposed in Message Un-
derstanding Conference (MUC)[13], IREX[14] and
CoNLL[10].

Learning Method
The proposed system consists of two modules; (1)
the learning module and (2) the testing (labeling)
module. This paper describes only (1) the learn-
ing module, because they have almost equal work-
flows.
The learning module consists of three steps:

1. Pre-processing: a format conversion.

2. First Learning: a learning using both local
and non-local features.

3. Second Learning: a learning using additional
features from the first learning results.

Pre-processing: IOB2 Format
Conversion
First, we covert a corpus, which is in XML-format,
into IOB2 format, as shown in Table 1. In IOB2,
words outside of the PHI are tagged with O, while
the first word in the PHI is tagged with B-k to
begin class k, and further PHI words receive the
I-k tag, indicating that these words are inside.

First Learning: local and sentence
features
We then add the features to the corpus, and learn
the relation between the features and their labels
by using CRF++1.

1http://www.chasen.org/ taku/software/CRF++/



In the first learning, we use three types of features:

1. Local Features: Information from Target
Word (TW) and its surrounding words.

2. Non-local Features: Information that does
not come from TW or its surrounding words.

3. Extra-resource Features: A kind of local fea-
tures, but comes from extra resources, such as a
person name dictionary or a location dictionary.

Detailed definitions are given in Table 2.

Second Learning: label consistency

The same PHI sometimes appears twice or more
in one record. For example, in Figure 2, the same
person, Room, appears twice. Such tokens tend to
have the same labels. In the present paper, we re-
fer to such a phenomenon as Label Consistency.
The first CRF could not catch such consistency,
resulting in some inconsistent labels.
In order to deal with this problem, we use the
second learning technique[1]. The second learning
uses not only the first learning features but also
the following four additional features. These ad-
ditional features come from the output of the first
CRF (For details, see [1].)

1. Token Level Majority in Record: Refers
to the majority label assigned to a token in
a record. For example, there are three occur-
rences of the token Room, two of which are PA-
TIENT, and one of which is DOCTOR. The To-
ken Level Majority in Record feature would
then be PATIENT for all three occurrences of
the token.

2. Token Level Majority in Corpus: As with a
record unit, a corpus itself also has a label con-
sistency. To capture it, we use Token Level
Majority in Corpus, which approximately
equal to Token Level Majority in Record,
but refers to the majority in the entire corpus.

3. Entry Level Majority in Record: Refers to
the majority label assigned to an entry (or a
token sequence) in a record.

4. Entry Level Majority in Corpus: Approx-
imately equal to Entry Level Majority in
Record, but refers to the majority in the en-
tire corpus.

Table 3: PHI types and their Numbers
PHI type # of PHI
AGE 13
DATE 5,189
DOCTOR 2,690
HOSPITAL 1,736
ID 3,677
LOCATION 144
PATIENT 685
PHONE 175

Table 4: 2-Way (PHI or nonPHI) Results

Method P R Fβ=1

BASELINE 98.00 95.21 96.59
BASE+SF 98.49 95.28 96.86
BASE+EX 98.11 96.00 97.04
BASE+LC 97.43 95.77 96.60
PROPOSED 98.29 96.66 97.47

* P denotes precision, R denotes recall, and Fβ=1 de-

notes f-measure (β = 1).

Experiments
Experimental Set-up
To investigate the performance of the proposed
method, we used a corpus that is provided in the
i2b2-NLP shared-task. The corpus consists of 671
records, which include 14,309 PHI tags. The num-
ber of each PHI is shown in Table 3.
We compared the following methods by ten-fold
cross validation:

1. BASELINE: Only the first learning with only lo-
cal features (without non-local features and extra-
resource features).

2. BASE+SF: BASELINE with sentence features.

3. BASE+EX: BASELINE with extra-resource fea-
tures.

4. BASE+LC: BASELINE with the second CRF.

5. PROPOSED: Proposed method.

Results
The results are shown in Table 4 (2 way (PHI or
not PHI) accuracy) and Table 5 (individual PHI
types). In both cases, the proposed method has
the highest Fβ=1 score.

Sentence Features
Sentence features provide the greatest contribu-
tion, especially for ID, DATE and PATIENT, be-
cause these PHI types have formulaic occurrences
at the top of records.



Table 2: Three Types of Features
(1) Local Features

Words: TW and its surrounding words. The window size is five words (-2,-1,0,1,2).

POS: Part of speech of TW and its surrounding words (-2,-1,0,1,2). Part of speech is analyzed by a POS
tagger[15], which has a 97-98% accuracy for medical texts (MEDLINE abstracts).

Case: Capitalization type of TW and its surrounding words (-2,-1,0,1,2). The capitalization type consists
of (1) all upper case, (2) all lower case, (3) first character is upper case and the others are lower case, and
(4) Other.

Length: Length (number of characters) of TW.

Special Character: Whether TW contains symbols such as “?”, “/” or “-”.

Special Template: Whether TW matches a token template. We prepared some templates for DATE and
PHONE, such as (XXX)XXX-XXXX and XXXX/XX/XX. In these templates, X matches the number
(0-9).

(2) Sentence Features

Sentence Position: TW position in the record. We classified the sentence position into three parts: (1)
in the top 10 lines, (2) in the bottom 5 lines, and (3) other.

Sentence Length: The number of words in surrounding sentences to which TW belongs. The window
size is three sentences (-1,0,1).

Last Sentence: The last three words in the last sentence.

(3) Extra-resource Features

Person-name Dictionary: Whether TW appears in the name-list, consists of 46,207 entries. The name-
list is extracted from a dictionary[16].

Location-name Dictionary: Whether TW appears in the location-list. Consists of 22,380 entries. The
list is extracted from a dictionary[16].

Date Expression: Whether TW is a date expression. The date expression consists of the day of week
(Monday, MON, etc.) and month (August, Aug, etc.).

Extra Resources
Extra resources contribute to DATE, DOCTOR,
LOCATION and PATIENT. Since we used small
dictionaries, one simple way to achieve higher per-
formance is to use larger dictionaries.

Label Consistency
As shown in Table 4, label consistency showed
only a slight contribution to PHI/nonPHI clas-
sification (BASELINE Fβ=1=96.59, BASE+LC
Fβ=1=96.60 (+0.01)). However, in each PHI type
classification, BASE+LC provided a greater con-
tribution (BASELINE Fβ=1=94.27, BASE+LC
Fβ=1=94.33 (+0.06)), indicating that the 2nd
CRF changes PHI types suitably.

Conclusion

The preset paper proposed a system employing
two types of non-local features: (1) sentence fea-
tures, capturing information beyond a sentence,
and (2) label consistency, preferring the same la-
bel for the same word sequence. The experimen-
tal results showed higher performance (precision
98.29%; recall 96.66%; f-measure 97.47), demon-

strating that some non-local features can be useful
even in the deidentification task.
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